
Jaswant Modern School
Class 9 - Mathematics

Worksheet 2

Each question carries 1 mark

1.π is
a)a rational number      b)an integer       c)an irrational number     d)a whole number

2. The graph of the linear equation 2x+3y=6 meets the y axis at the point
a)(2,0)                    b)(3,0)              c)(0,2) d)(0,3)

3. If two angles are complementary of each other then each angle is
a) an acute angle     b) an obtuse angle     c)a straight angle      d)a reflex angle

4.The product of √10 x √15 is
a)√25               b)5√6             c)6√5 d)None of these

5. x=5 ,y=2 is a solution of the linear equation
a)x+2y=7           b)5x+2y=7           c)x+y=7 d)5x+y=7

6.Rationalize the denominator:

2/√3-1

7.Linear equation x – 2 = 0 is parallel to which axis ?

8.If an angle is half of its complementary angle, then find its degree measure.

9.Express x/4 – 3y = – 7 in the form of ax + by + c = 0

10.If an angle is 14° more than its complement, then find its measure.

Each question carries 2 marks

11.Find the value of x for which the angles (2x-5)° and (x-10)° are the complementary angles.

12.Express 1.363636... in the form of p/q

13. Draw the graph of the equation 2x + y=6 find the coordinates of the point where the graph
cuts the x- axis.



14.Rationalise & find value of cubic expression
If x =1/8-√60 , what is the value of (x³ - 5x² + 8x - 4) ?

15.Find the value of x

16. Find the value of ³√3x-2 = 4 .

17. Represent √5 on the number line.

18.Rationalise the denominator

1/9+√5+√6

19.In the given figure, if x°, y° and z° are exterior angles of ∆ABC, then find the value of x° + y°
+ z°.

20.Find the value of k, if (1, -1) is a solution of the equation 3x-ky = 8. Also, find the coordinates
of another point lying on its graph.



Each question carries 3 marks

21. If x:y:z = 5:4:6,find the value of x,y and z

22.Find the value of a and b if

23.Draw the graph for each of the equation x + y = 6 and x - y = 2 on the same graph paper and
the find the coordinates of the point where the two straight lines intersect.

24.In the given figure AB//CD.Find the value of x

25. Write the following in ascending order of magnitude.

⁶√6 , ³√7 , ⁴√8

26.Find the value of a for which the equation 2x + ay = 5 has (1, -1) as a solution. Find two more
solutions for the equation obtained.



27.In the given figure, prove that m || n.

28.A fraction becomes 1/4 when 2 is subtracted from the numerator and 3 is added to the
denominator. Represent this situation as a linear equation in two variables. Also, find two
solutions for this.

29.If in ∆ABC, the bisectors of ∠B and ∠C intersect each other at O. Prove that
∠BOC = 90° + 1/2∠A.

30.On the graph paper draw the straight line 3x – 2y = 4 and x + y – 3 = 0. Also, find their point
of intersection on the graph.
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1. Which of the following is a rational number?
a)1+√3             b)π            c)2√3 d)0

2.The point of the form(a,-a) lies on
a)the x-axis.     b)the y-axis.     c)the line y=x d)the line x+y=0

3.An exterior angle of a triangle is 110° and its two interior opposite angles are equal then each
of these equal angles is
a)70°                b)55°          c)35° d)55/2°

4.The linear equation 3x-5y=15 has
a)a unique solution    b)two solutions    c) infinitely many solutions     d)no solution

5.the angles of a triangle are in the ratio 2: 3:4.The largest angle of the triangle is
a)120°              b)100°        c)80°         d)60°

6.Find the value of k for which x = 0, y — 8 is a solution of 3x – 6y = k

7.In the given figure, AB || CD, ∠FAE = 90°, ∠AFE = 40°, find ∠ECD.

8.Cost of a pen is two and half times the cost of a pencil. Express this situation as a
linear equation in two variables.

9.Prove that if two lines intersect each other, then the bisectors of vertically opposite angles are
in the same line.

10.How many linear equations in x and y can be satisfied by x = 1 and y = 2?



Each question carries 2 marks

11. find three rational numbers lying between ⅗  and ⅞ .

12.If x = 3 k + 2 and y = 2 k - 1 is a solution of the equation 4 x - 3 y + 1 = 0 ,find the value of k.

13. Find the angle whose complement is one third of its supplement.

14. Draw the graph of the equation x+2y-3=0. From your graph,Find the value of y when i)x=5
ii)x=-5

15.Two adjacent angles on a straight line are in the ratio 5 : 4 find the measure of each of these
angle.

16.The cost of a table is Rs 100 more than half the cost of a chair. Write this statement as a
linear equation in two variables.

17.In given figure, AB || CD and EF || DG, find ∠GDH, ∠AED and ∠DEF.

18.Find four solutions of 2x-y = 4.

19.In the figure, ∠X = 72°, ∠XZY = 46°. If YO and ZO are bisectors of ∠XYZ and ∠XZY
respectively of ∆XYZ, find ∠OYZ and ∠YOZ.



20.Rupinder and Deepak two students of a vidyalaya contribute to charity. The Contribution of
Rupinder is 2/5 of the contribution of Deepak. Write a linear equation According to the above
statement and draw the graph for the linear equation.

Each question carries 3 marks

21.Cost of 1 pen is Rs x and that of 1 pencil is Rs y. Cost of 2 pens and 3 pencils together is Rs
18. Write a linear equation which satisfies this data. Draw the graph for the same.

22.In the given figure.AB//CD.Find the values of x,y and z.

23.Draw the graph of the lines x - y = 1 and 2 x + y = 8 .Shade the area formed by these two
lines and the y axis.Also find this area.

24.In the given figure,AB//CD.Prove that p+q-r = 180.



25. If x is a positive real number and exponents are rational numbers simplify

26.In the given figure, POQ is a line. Ray OR is perpendicular to line PQ. OS is another ray
lying between rays OP and OR. Prove that ∠ROS = 1/2 (∠QOS – ∠POS).

27.If (2,3) and (4, 0) lie on the graph of equation ax + by = 1. Find the value of a and b. Plot the
graph of equation obtained.

28.Represent 2x + 3y = 6 by a graph. Write the coordinates of the point where it meets: (a)
x-axis (b) y-axis

29.In figure, if I || m and ∠1 = (2x + y)°, ∠4 = (x + 2y)° and ∠6 = (3y + 20)°. Find ∠7 and ∠8.

30.In an election, a good candidate may lose because 40% of voters do not cast their votes due
to various reasons. Form an equation and draw the graph with data. From the graph, find:
(i) The total number of voters, if 720 voters cast their votes.
(ii)The number of votes cast, if the total number of voters are 1000.
(iii) What message did you get from above information?




